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QUESTION 1

During initial provisioning lifecycle of its vRealize Automation workloads, an architect wants the ability to call an external
system during state changes of machines. Which are three acceptable lifecycle states that could be used for calling out
to a system? (Choose three.) 

A. WFStubMachineRetired 

B. WFStubMachineProvisioned 

C. WFStubMachineDisposing 

D. WFStubExtendMachine 

E. WFStubMachineExpired 

Correct Answer: BCE 

Reference: https://vmguru.com/2015/10/vrealize-automation-7-lifecycle-extensibility/ 

 

QUESTION 2

An architect wants the ability to associate a blueprint with the default machine states for the use of extensibility tasks.
Which four default machine states could be associated with a blueprint to call out extensibility tasks? (Choose four.) 

A. Initialize 

B. RegisterMachine 

C. MachineProvisioned 

D. Expired 

E. UnprovisionMachine 

F. Disposing 

G. Deleting 

Correct Answer: BDEF 

Reference: http://chansblog.com/optional-vra-part-10-extensibility-integration-of-vro-with-vra/ 

 

QUESTION 3

The operations team is receiving three new interns from the New College Associate program. The interns should be
able to connect and work in the company\\'s vRealize Automation environment while maintaining compliance with
corporate safety and security regulations. Which recommendation should the architect make to meet the needs of the
scenario? 

A. Add the Interns to the operations group entitlement. Remove the interns\\' access to non-essential actions. 
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B. Create a new entitlement for the internship program. Grant access to relevant services and all actions for a business
group assigned to the software architect. 

C. Add the Interns to the operations group entitlement for a business group assigned to the software architect. 

D. Create a new entitlement for the internship program. Grant access to all catalog items and all essential actions. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

The security team at a company wants to allow architects to leverage existing and on-demand security components for
their vSphere environment. What are the minimum infrastructure components and/or extensibility add-ons required to
achieve this goal? 

A. One vSphere and one NSX endpoint, plus the NSX plug-in for the vSphere Web Client. 

B. One vSphere, one vRealize Orchestrator and one NSX endpoint. 

C. One vSphere and one NSX endpoint, plus the ReST API plug-in for vRealize Orchestrator. 

D. One vSphere and one vRealize Orchestrator endpoint, plus the NSX plug-in for vRealize Orchestrator. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/vRealize-Automation/7.5/vrealize-automation-7.5-configuration.pdf 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three statements are true regarding a multitenant deployment where each tenant managed its own infrastructure
in vRealize Automation? (Choose three.) 

A. Each tenant has an IaaS administrator who could create fabric groups and appoint fabric administrators with their
respective tenants. 

B. Fabric administrators CANNOT create reservations for business groups in other tenants. 

C. Each tenant must provide its own infrastructure resources and CANNOT share a common infrastructure. 

D. The system administrator is the only user who logs in to the default tenant to manage system-wide configurations
and create tenants. 

E. Fabric administrators manage reservations only for the users in their own tenant. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/vRealize-
Automation/7.4/com.vmware.vrA.prepare.use.doc/GUID-12E7F3C7-744E-43E3-B6B6-ACDC28B70261.html 
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